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Address Coresix Precision Glass, Inc. 
1737 Endeavor Drive 
Williamsburg, VA 23185

Country USA

State Virginia

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Coresix produces glass products and substrates for a wide variety of applications. Following are some of the more popular markets and typical product
where our glass can be found:

Display :
Our ability to provide clean, defect free glass in a variety of formats has made Coresix a premier supplier of glass components for LCOS, CMOS,
OLED, LCD and other emerging display technologies. Typical end uses include Front and Rear Projection TVs, Projectors, Near Eye Devices and
View Finders.

Biotech : 
Coresix meets the stringent tolerance, quality and cleanliness requirements necessary for DNA Mapping, USDA Testing and a variety of medical
devices.

Opto-electronics: 
The precision elements of Coresix glass fabrication combined with our ability to source a broad range of materials enables us to supply cover glass,
filters and other components of the opto-electronics markets.

Lithography : 
Our ability to provide world class surface quality, flatness and roughness makes Coresix a natural choice for photomask substrates. We source the
purest materials for the most stringent applications.

Semiconductor : 
Whether fabricating semiconductor materials such as germanium, sapphire and quartz, or facilitating the appropriate conductive coatings on glass
substrate, Coresix can provide a suitable product for your application.
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